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1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear power now plays a substantial role in electricity generation in
a number of countries. In some regions of the United States and Europe,
for example, it supplies over 30 percent of the total electricity demand.
It supplies 11 percent of total electricity demand in developed Western
nations as a group, and about 2.4 percent of total world primary energy
demand.

The growth of nuclear power in recent years, based on commitments made in
the late 1960's and early 1970's, has been very impressive. In the Western
world, nuclear power generation has risen from about 40 million tonnes of
oil equivalent in 1973 to about 170 million tonnes of oil equivalent in
1980, an increase of over four times.

Earlier optimistic projections of future installed nuclear capacity have
been substantially reduced over the last ten years, but present anticipated
growth is still very striking. The installed nuclear capacity in OECD
countries, which accounts for 94 percent of world nuclear capacity, is
currently expected to increase from the 113 GW in 1980 to 220 GW by 1985
and 330 GW by 1990. This is based on capacity already committed. It
is anticipated that by 1990 nuclear power in these countries will meet
over 12 percent of primary energy demand.

Notwithstanding such growth and still impressive projections, nuclear
power has suffered well publicised setbacks and difficulties in recent
years. In addition to the impediments to nuclear programmes that have
arisen from a lack of public acceptance, procedural problems have arisen
through uncertainties in the regulatory processes, particularly in the USA
and West Germany. These have resulted in serious construction delays
and unacceptably long lead times. This in turn has lead to considerably
increased power station costs. Reduced demand and increased costs have led to
a significant number of cancellations or deferments of nuclear power
stations, particularly in the USA, and new orders for nuclear stations
have been less than expected.
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Over the last decade there has been a steady rationalisation of reactor
vendors. This trend is expected to continue with the possible elimination
of some of the smaller vendors from the market, a decrease in US dominance
of the world market, and an increase fn the influence of European vendors.

There is a need in many countries to re-direct the regulatory process
towards its primary objective of enhancing and ensuring nuclear safety.
In the case of Australia there/is an urgent requirement to develop an
effective regulatory system.
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2. TOTAL ENERGY REQUIREMENTS

2.1 World Energy Requirements

World energy consumption in 1978 was about 6200 million tonnes oil

equivalent (mtoe) of which 50 percent was met by oil, 26 percent by coal,

16.8 percent by gas, 2.4 percent by nuclear fuels and 4.8 percent by hydro

and other sources (Fig. 1).

The major industrialised areas, including the USA, Europe, Japan and

the USSR, accounted for about three quarters of this energy consumption

(Fig. 2) although these countries comprise only 20 percent of the world's

population. A few rapidly industrialising countries such as Brazil, Korea,

Taiwan and the Philippines account for a significant proportion of the

remaining quarter of the world's energy consumption.

The energy needs of the majority of people in less developed countries

are currently met by renewable energy resources, especially firewood and

dung. These fuels meet 70 percent of requirements in Africa, 50 percent in

Asia and 30 percent in Latin America. Liquid fuels supply most of the

balance of their requirements.

World energy requirements are expected to increase substantially over

the next two decades, even if the most ambitious efforts to improve the

efficiency of energy use are successful. A 50 percent increase in world

energy needs would be required by the year 2000 if primary energy requirements

were to grow only as fast as world population.

Somewhat higher levels of world energy demand growth have been proj-

ected by the 1980 World Energy Conference study. According to that study

the less developed countries will account for about 90 percent of the

50 percent increase in world population postulated to occur over the next

twenty years and that their energy demand will rise from 1700 mtoe (1979)

to 10400 mtoe in the next 40 years. Over the same period energy demand

in the industrialised countries is expected to rise from 5000 mtoe (1979)

to 13600 mtoe.
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2.2 Energy Demand in Developing Countries
Most of the future energy demand growth potential is concentrated

in the less developed countries and it is essential that the aspirations
of these areas are taken into account in planning for the future. Many
of these countries, particularly in Africa, are themselves rich in energy
resources but lack the technology and the capital resources to develop
them. For example, only 2% of potential hydro power in Africa has been
developed.

Although some developing countries such as India, Korea, Brazil and
the Philippines have committed nuclear power programmes, the infrastructure
and capital resources necessary to utilise nuclear technology is less
available than in the industrialised countries. Furthermore, in many of
the less developed countries, the power systems are fragmented and not
strong enough to accommodate the unit sizes commercially available.

The present energy needs of the less developed countries are being met
by firewood, dung and liquid fuels since these lend more easily to
decentralised use. If they are to develop, these countries will have to
increase their consumption of oil considerably, since increased use of
firewood and dung is already leading to depletion of forests and a reduct-
ion in soil fertility.

Because of the current high cost of oil, forced up by the heavy
demand from industrialised countries, the less developed countries are
paying an increasing proportion of their foreign earnings to the oil
producers at the expense of capital projects which could secure greater
economic development. One solution to this problem is to accelerate
the use of nuclear and coal power generation in the industrialised
countries to reduce demands for oil and make it available to the less
developed countries.

2.3 Energy Demand in Industrialised Countries
The growth of total energy demand in the industrialised countries

has slowed from the historical average rate of 5 percent per year in the
I960 to 1973 period, to about \\ percent per year since. As a result,
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2.3 Energy Demand in Industrialised Countries (Cont)

most projections, of future growth of total energy demand have been
progressively reduced over recent years. For example, estimates of the
annual growth of energy demand in OECD countries from 1970 to 1985 fell
from 3.9 percent in'a number of major studies completed about 1975 to
3.1 percent in more recent studies completed about 1978. Projections
for the period to the year 2000 are lower again.

/ Projections presented in the World Coal Study (1980) estimate that the
average annual growth in total energy use in OECD countries over the period
1977-2000 will range from 1.75 percent to 2.5 percent (Fig. 3). The
latter would involve an increase in world coal supply, trade and use to
what is considered to be close to the feasible upper limits. These growth
rates compare with 2.7 percent per annum for the same period projected by
an IEA Steam Co?l Study (1978).

The progressive reduction in the estimates of future energy demands
has been the result of two factors:

- reduced expectations of economic growth.
- increased expectations of improved energy management.

Estimates for economic growth in OECD countries for the period 1970-
1985 have fallen from 5 percent per year in projections prepared prior to
1974, to 4.4 percent in those prepared in the mid 1970's, to 3.8 percent in
1978 projections. This gradual reduction in expectations of economic
growth is the primary reason for lower projections of future energy
demand. These lower growth projections have also had the effect of
deferring the critical period for oil a few years later than originally
estimated.

There have also been real improvements in the efficiency of energy
use in recent years. Since 1972, the ratio (elasticity) of energy demand
growth to the growth of real Gross Domestic Product has been about 0.52
for the OECD countries as a whole, compared with 1.0 in previous decades.
This reduction in elasticity has been attributed partly to reduced economic
activity in energy intensive industries, and partly to a general adjust-
ment to higher energy costs. However, the reduced elasticity includes
once-only improvements, and the average energy to GDP elasticity assumed
for OECD in recent projections has been about 0.79.
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2.4 The Role of Electricity
For the Western World, an annual growth of electrical power production

of 8-10 percent existed for three decades following World War II. This
was at a much higher rate of increase than the overall increase in energy
production. This trend had been expected to continue, since the newest
form of energy production, nuclear, was best suited to electricity
production. Many countries saw increasing electrification as a means of
reducing their dependence on imported oil. Some, notably France and
Canada, still do.

During the 1970's there has been a slowing of the tend towards
electrification. Policies of increased electrification are now being
seriously questioned because of the increasing real costs of electricity
and concern about commitment of very large investments in electricity
production facilities over the long periods required to bring these
facilities into production.

Traditionally, electricity producers had preferred to maintain a slight
excess in generating capacity since there had been a long history of con-
tinued high growth of demand, and new capacity yielded lower generating
costs than existing generation. If excess capacity occurred, the costs were
low compared with the alternative of being unable to meet demand.

Conditions have changed significantly in the last few years, however.
There have been sharp increases in the cost of fuels and the capital cost
of new generating capacity. This has had a two-fold effect. Firstly, high
electricity costs have led to a drop in the rate of increase in demand,
which has given rise to excessive overcapacity. Secondly, utilities have
changed their attitudes towards planned overcapacity since total generating
costs in new plant are often greater than for existing plant. Both
factors acting together have resulted in a slowdown in ordering new
plant, most notably in the US. This slowdown applies to both coal-fired
and nuclear plant.
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2.4 The Role of Electricity (Cont)

Another factor is the commercial risk in committing very large invest-
ments in electricity production facilities (both nuclear and coal-fired)
over long periods of time. In the US for example, 8, to, 10 years is now
required (from commitment to availability) to bring a new coal-fired
power plant into service. About half that time is used for the approval
chain. Nuclear plant lead times are longer still, ranging from 10-14
years. With rapidly changing economic conditions causing effective
planning horizons to become shorter, there ire increasing risks in committ-
ing very large investments in facilities which will not come into service
until beyond the foreseeable economic future.

These factors and their underlying causes are such that a lower rate
of electricity growth appears likely over the next 15 years. International
Energy Agency (IEA) projections made in 1978 indicate annual growth rates
of less than 4 percent to 1985 and 4.5 percent during 1985-90 for IEA
Pacific countries. The projection is for 3 percent to 1985 and 4.8 percent
during 1985-90 for IEA European countries (not including France).

The World Coal Study (1980) projected a 3.0 percent per annum
electricity growth rate for the period 1977-2000 for OECD countries, based
on moderate growth assumptions, and 3.9 percent under highest feasible
growth assumptions (Fig. 4).

2.5 Australia's Energy Supplies and Demand
Unlike many other industrialised countries, Australia has relatively

large fossil fuel resources which have, enabled it to remain virtually self-
sufficient in energy supplies and tio become one of the few countries in
the world which are net exporters of energy. As in most other industrialised
countries, the major demand is for petroleum products, which in 1980 accounted
for 45 percent of Australia's total primary energy usage of about 72 million
tonnes oil equivalent (Fig. 1).

Although Australia is currently producing about 70 percent of its
oil needs, most of this comes from the one field, the Gippsland Shelf,
from which production rates are expected to decline later in this decade.
As a result, energy use and supply patterns in Australia are expected to
change during the 1980's-from the trends of the past 20 years as oil
usage declines relative to natural gas and coal based electricity (Fig. 5).
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2.5 Australia's Energy Supplies and Demand (Cont)

World oil prices have also affected Australia's energy demand in
another way. Abundant low cost coal reserves have given Australia
a relative energy cost advantage in competition with other countries.
This, together with high freight costs, has attracted a number of energy
intensive mineral processing industries to Australia, and has resulted in
significant energy demand growth. At least five new aluminium smelters
have been proposed for Australia, and it is possible that production
capacity will increase from the current 180,000 tonnes per year to over
1.3 million tonnes per year by 1985. By 1990 it is possible that
electricity generation to support proposed aluminium smelting
capacity will use some 13 million tonnes of black coal annually, a
total of 10.6 million tonnes oil equivalent.

The major energy growth is thus expected to be coal based electricity
in the manufacturing sector (Fig. 6). The Department of National Devel-
opment and Energy (DNDE) has projected an overall national increase of
almost 6 percent per year in electricity demand over the next decade with
production rising from 96 TWhr in 1980 to about 170 TWhr by 1990. Aluminium
smelting is expected to account for 20 percent of 1990 consumption.

Additionally, Australian exports of steaming coal are expected to
increase significantly from the present 9 million tonnes annually to
57-100 million tonnes by 1990, reflecting the low-cost advantage of Aust-
ralian coal in meeting overseas energy demands.

The electricity generating cost advantage varies regionally across
Australia. The major coal basins are located near the east coast in
Queensland and NSW and the cost of coal to the generating authorities
at these locations is favourable compared with world market conditions.
In NSW some 7100MW of coal fired generating capacity is planned to come
into service during the 1980's, and 2700MW in Queensland. It is expected
that black coal will have a significant cost advantage over other alter-
natives, such as nuclear for the foreseeable future.
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2.5 Australia's Energy Supplies and Demand (Cont)

In Victoria there are substantial resources of low cost brown coal and,
although the brown coal is a very low cost fuel, this is off-set by the
need to have larger and more complex boiler systems. A study in
1975 compared nuclear and brown coal generation for Victoria and concluded
that the generating costs of each would be similar. However, in 1981,
the SECV estimated that the cost of power generation by an equivalent
nuclear station would be at least 50 percent greater than for the 4000MW
Driffield brown coal fired station proposed for the 1990's, and future
commitment is currently towards brown coal. Some 4750MW of brown coal
fired plant is scheduled to come into service during the 1980's.

In South Australia, Tasmania and Western Australia, the local fossil
fuel and hydro resources presently used to meet electricity generation
demand are limited. In South Australia, the 1280MW gas fired power station
at Torrens Island accounts for over 60 percent of the generating capacity
of the State's interconnected system. The remainder is based mainly on
Leigh Creek coal. The use of Leigh Creek coal is expected to be limited
to a further 500MW of capacity, scheduled to come into service in the
mid 1980's. South Australia has other coal reserves but because of dis-
advantages of poor quality, mining difficulties and remoteness, none appear
to offer a cheap source of energy.

In Tasmania, approximately 85 percent of electricity is generated from
hydro sources and the remainder from oil-fired plant. The present gener-
ating system of some 1550MW, together with a further 38OMW of hydro scheduled
to come into service during the 1980's, is expected to serve the State only
until 1990. Proposed further hydro developments have been opposed on
environmental grounds, and it would seem that a further 500MW of thermal
generation capacity using imported fuel could be required in the 1990's.
At present, oil accounts for about 55 percent of Tasmania's energy usage
and there would appear to be scope for further substitution of oil,
particularly in the industrial sector, if cheap electricity becomes
available.
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2.5 Australia's Energy Supplies and Demand (Cont)

In Western Australia, over 80 percent of electricity is now generated
using Collie coal, the rest being from oil. The installed capacity of the
interconnected system is presently some 1800MW. Projected growth rates
indicate up to 3200MW of new generating facilities may be needed to meet
demand by the year 2000. At present a further 400MW of coal fired plant
is scheduled to come into service in the mid 1980's and some 1100-1200MW
is planned for the late 1980's/early 1990's. With these power stations it
is envisaged that the Collie coal reserves will be fully committed by the
mid 1990's, and alternatives will then be needed for power generation. At
that stage it is envisaged that the system demand could favour the intro-
duction of a nuclear power station.

There is thus an increasing requirement to look at the potential of
other energy options for electricity generation. The use of nuclear power
for this purpose is a possible option in the medium to longer term when
there is an adequate sized grid to support the minimum sized commercial
units, presently 500-600MW.
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3. NUCLEAR POWER GENERATION

3.1 Nuclear Power Worldwide
At 30 June, 1981, there were some 259 nuclear power reactors of 30MW

or greater in operation throughout the world. This includes some units
which have not yet been declared in commercial service, and some which
are shut down and unlikely to be restarted but which have not been declared
pennanently shutdown. 27 new units came into service during the preceeding
12 months. One plant, the 36MW Windscale AGR,was pennanently closed down.

The countries with the greatest installed capacities as of 30th June,
1981, were:

Country

USA
France
Japan
USSR
W. Germany
U.K.
Sweden
Canada

There are also operating power reactors in Argentina (1), Belgium (3),
Finland (4), India (4), Italy (4), The Netherlands (2), Pakistan (1),
South Korea (1), Spain (4), Switzerland (4), Taiwan (3), Bulgaria (3),
Czechoslovakia (3), and E. Germany (5).

Another 207 units were under construction and 70 on order.

Reactors

74
28
23
29

11
32
9
10

MW (Gross)

57,800
21,100
15,700
14,500
9,000
7,300
6,700
5,700

Nineteen nucear units were ordered in the 12 months to 30 June,
1981, in France (6), Japan (5), Spain (3), Korea (2), India (2) and
Romania (1). Six plants were cancelled, all in the USA.

The number of plants operating, under construction, and on order
in each country is given in Table 2.
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3.1 Nuclear Power Worldwide (Cont)

In the period 1973 to 1980 nuclear power production rose from 40
million tonnes per year oil equivalent (mtoe) to 170 tntoe, an increase of
over four times. Installed capacity rose from 44.500MW to 143,200MW.

Although impressive, the number of plants in service, under con-
struction and on order is less than expected some years ago.

The factors which have underlied the downward revisions in nuclear
projections over recent years fall essentially into three categories.

Firstly, there is the lower projected electricity demand due to slower
economic growth, and less movement towards electricification. This
situation applies particularly to the US, Canada, the UK and to a lesser
extent, Germany.

Secondly, there has been a growing outward lack of public acceptance
of nuclear power which has reflected in difficulties in obtaining
suitable plant sites, increasing public intervention in the regulatory
process, and political action by opposition groups. This lack of
acceptance has led to serious delays and deterioration of the economics
of nuclear power, and electricity producers have tended towards
those options, albeit more expensive, where there is less uncertainty.

Thirdly, there are institutional problems principally related to
radioactive waste management. In several countries including Austria,
Denmark, The Netherlands, West Germany, and Sweden there are require-
ments that further nuclear power construction must be associated with
an acceptable solution to the nuclear waste disposal problem.

The extent of future growth of nuclear power will therefore depend
largely upon the extent to which problems relating to the financing and
licensing of facilities, and to public perceptions of their environmental
impact, can be quickly and satisfactorily resolved. Forecasts of future
nuclear capacity made by various organisations (Fig. 7 and Table 1)
vary considerably for the period beyond 1990, reflecting the current
uncertainties.
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3.1 Nuclear Power Worldwide (Cont)

The OECD World Coal Study has projected that, with a moderate
electricity demand growth rate of 3.0 percent per year, the total nuclear
power capacity of OECD countries would increase to 550GW by the year
2000, comprising 25 percent of total electricity generation capacity. If
a high rate of growth of electricity demand persists, i.e. 3.9 percent
per year, the study predicts that nuclear capacity would have to reach
775 GW, comprising 29 percent of total capacity.

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA), has reported that during 1980
the nuclear share of electricity production for the OECD area as a whole
was about 11 percent. The NEA predicts that this will increase to 19 percent
by 1985 and 25 percent by 1990, based on moderate growth assumptions. A number
of individual countries plan to reach considerably higher levels. France
is already producing 30 percent of its electricity from nuclear sources
and plans to achieve over 50 percent by 1985 and over 70 percent, by 1990.
Belgium, Spain and Sweden, plan to reach about 40 percent nuclear electricity
production in 1990 and Switzerland 35 percent. West Germany, Japan, the
UK and the USA will be close to the OECD average of 25 percent, while Canada,
Italy and The Netherlands will be less than 20 percent.

The NEA concludes from these trends that OECD countries as a whole
have a substantial potential to reduce oil consumption, but that this
requires a more determined use of the nuclear option.

According to the NEA there are emerging signs that broad support for
nuclear programmes is more widespread than is reflected by the current
uncertainties in the nuclear industry and the extreme caution now shown
by many governments. This suggests that determined pursuit of nuclear
programmes might attract more support than is usually assumed.

Projections by the Uranium Institute indicate that the most probable
total nuclear capacities for the Western World for the years 1990 and
1995 will be 352 GWe and 440 GWe respectively. According to the Institute,
developments during 1980 suggest that the trend of the late 1970's
particularly for the US may be reversed during the 1980's with orders
beginning to increase and exceed cancellations.
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3.1 Nuclear Power Worldwide (Cont)

There are thus signs that the outlook for the nuclear industry will
improve during the 1980's. Any such improvement will require shortening
the excessively long lead times from commitment to completion of power
plant construction. To achieve this, improvements in licensing procedures
will be necessary as well as further standardisation of design. That
this is achievable has been demonstrated by those countries which have
construction times of as little as 5 or 6 years.

The present situation and future projections for nuclear power in
major nations are surveyed in the following sections.

3.2 United States
The US nuclear power programme is the world's largest. It is also

considered by many to be the most endangered, as a result of political
opposition, economic recession and the effects on the public attitude
of the Three Mile Island accident.

By mid 1981 there were 74(*) operating large nuclear power plants
in the USA, with a combined capacity of 57.800MW. Some 75 were under
construction and a further 23 on order. Two of these orders have since
been cancelled. The total installed capacity of all of these plants
will be 161.000MW. In 1980 nuclear power contributed 11 percent of total
electricity generation in the USA as a whole, and over 50 percent in some
States.

The problems of the industry have resulted from the sharp drop in
orders placed for new plant since 1974. Between 1965 and 1974 202
units were ordered, an average of 18 per year. Only four were ordered
in 1975, three in 1976, none in 1977, two in 1978, and there have been
no orders since. There have also been a number of cancellations, and
these have reduced the total of US plants operating, under construction,
or on order from over 200 in 1977 to 172 in mid 1981. There have been
two cancellations so far during 1981, and a number of units remain on
the "endangered" list.

*This number includes Three Mile Island 1 & 2, and also Humboldt Bay,
which has been shut down for some time but has not yet been declared perm-
anently shut down.
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3.2 United States (Cont)

Construction schedules in the US currently range up to 14 years as
against six to eight years in most other countries. Typically, it now
takes 3 - 5 years to obtain a construction permit, and another 7 - 9
years to bring the plant into service.

Construction costs have also increased because of the complexities
of the licensing process (quite apart from the actual technical require-
ments), and because the extended construction period gives rise to very
high charges for interest during construction. The effect of this
increase is to reduce the cost advantage of nuclear power to the point where
in many areas of the country its short-term economic advantage is only marginal

The US programme is not assisted by a licensing process which at each
stage permits reconsideration of matters previously decided. This provides
opportunities for intervenors to interrupt the project at a number of
points right up to and including the final hearings for an operating license.
There have been for some years plans to streamline this process, but only
within the last few months have we seen much action in this area.

The recent strong support to nuclear power given by President Reagan
has encouraged the industry, but what is required more than anything are
measures to reduce the licensing uncertainties, plus lower interest rates
on the long term capital needed for electricity generating plant in general,
and nuclear plant in particular.

3.3 France
France is now ranked second in the world in installed nuclear power

capacity, up from fourth only one year ago. By mid 1981 France had 28
large power plants in service with a total capacity of 21,100MW, plus
27 under construction and three on order with capacity of 30,000MW.
Twenty-five of these plants are expected to be completed by 1985.

France has one of the most ambitious nuclear programmes in the world
with plans to increase nuclear generating capacity ten-fold during the
1980's. This policy dates from the early 1970's and is intended to reduce
reliance on external sources of energy, principally oil. The policy has
not been substantially affected by the new Government.
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3.3 France (Cont)

Total generating capacity is planned to increase from 21.100MW at
present to 44,500MW by 1985. There is every reason to believe that this
is achievable on time or close to time, based on actual experience with
construction times over the past few years. The contribution of nuclear
pov/er to the total national electricity production is expected to be
31 percent in 1981, and to increase to 56 percent in 1985. Over the same
pftriod the fossil fired contribution is expected to fall from 52 to 25
percent.

The new French Government has not interfered with plants already on
order or under construction, but plans for additional plants not yet
ordered have been adjusted. The Government has reduced from nine to six
the number of units to be ordered during 1982 and 1983 for 1988/89 operation.
It has also cancelled one four unit station which was planned for 1990
operation.

The French programme consists almost exclusively of 900MW and 1300MW
pressurised water reactors based on Westinghouse designs built under
license by Framatome. All of these plants are owned and operated by
the national utility Electricite de France.

France also has one operating fast breeder reactor of 250MW, and a
1200MW unit under construction. This new reactor, Super Phenix, is
due to commence operation in 1982,, and is the largest by far under con-
struction in the Western World. Before the change of government there had
been strong indications that France would soon announce plans for ten more
fast breeders, all of 1500MW capacity. This is now questionable.

The costs of generating electricity in France in nuclear, coal and
oil-fired plants greatly favours nuclear plant. Electricite de France
has announced that 1980 generating costs were 3.5 US cents per kilowatt-hour
for nuclear, 6.2 for coal and 9.1 for oil.
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3.4 Japan
Japan has the world's third largest installed nuclear capacity,

15,7OOMW from 23 reactors. There are a futher 9 plants under construction
and due to come into service by 1986. Three more units have been ordered
and several more are in the planning stage and should be ordered within
a year or two.

The Japanese programme is based on LWRs (both BWRs and PwRs) of
US design. Both 6E and Westinghouse have built plants in Japan, and both
have licensed local builders including Toshiba, Hitachi and Mitsubishi.
There was a problem with very low plant capacity factors in the 1970's
but this problem seems now to have been overcome, and Japanese plants
are now operating with much the same availability as elsewhere.

Long term prospects for nuclear power in Japan appear good. The
Government's target is 51,000MW by 1990 and 78.000MW by 1995. If this
is to be achieved about 20 more units will have to be ordered before 1985,
and 20 between 1985 and 1990. Announcements have been made of two enormous
power stations, one of 20,000MW and one of 15,000MW, made up of multiples
of 1100MW units.

3.5 West Germany
Germany is now ranked fifth with 90O0MW of installed capacity, and

eleven operating units. There are a further nine units under construction
and eight on order.

The West German programme is, however, much less ambitious than
a few years ago, and essentially at a standstill.

In many ways the situation is similar to that prevailing in the
US until recently. There is uncertainty about nuclear policy within the
ruling Social Democrats and between them and their coalition partners
the Free Democrats.

In the German regulatory system it is the states which issue licenses
for new plant, and there are some state governments which are either
anti-nuclear or reluctant to appear pro-nuclear. There have been instances
of states blocking federally sponsored projects, including the proposed
Gorleben reprocessing and waste management centre.
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3.5 West Germany (Cont)

Most of the operating and planned reactors are of the LWR type, both
BWRs and PWRs, built initially by GE, AEG and Siemens and more recently
by KWU and Brown Boveri (BBR). KWU, originally a partnership between
AEG and Siemens formed to win foreign orders, has taken over the domestic
roles of AEG and Siemens in the nuclear field. Siemens has since bought
out the AEG share making KWU a wholly owned subsidiary. This leaves
only two domestic LWR suppliers, KWU and BBR.

West Germany also has an active fast reactor programme with a 300MW
FBR in the early stages of construction and plans for one of 1300MW.
The fast reactor programme is being carried out in partnership with
Belgium and the Netherlands, and there is a technology sharing agreement
with Italy and France.

3.6 United Kingdom
The UK nuclear programme, once the world's largest, was cut back

during the 1970's such that it is now the world's sixth largest in terms
of installed capacity. The future looks much brighter, however, as the
result of recent policy decisions, including one to introduce the PWR.

There are currently 32 operating nuclear power reactors in the UK,
with an installed capacity of 7200MW, plus six under construction and five
on order. During 1981 nuclear plants are expected to contribute 11% of
total electricity generation.

The UK programme began well with the gas cooled graphite moderated,
natural uranium metal fuelled Magnox reactor, of which there are 26 in
service ranging from 50MW to 590MW. The Magnox was followed by the AGR
programme, which has had an unfortunate history. Costs have been higher
than expected, construction times have been excessive, and performance has
been disappointing. This coincided with a lack of government commitment,
economic recession, and the changeover of industry to North Sea gas. The
AGR programme came under increasing criticism from the CEGB and there was
pressure to abandon it for a PWR programme. After a decade without orders,
two 660MW AGRs were ordered in each of the years 1978 and 1979.
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3.6 United Kingdom (Cont)

The official position is that the AGR will remain a viable alternat-
ive for the future, but there is little optimism that any more will be
ordered. There have even been suggestions that the latest AGR orders will
be cancelled in favour of PWRs, and the Government has found it necessary
to confirm that they will be built.

There is every indication that the UK Government intends to standard-
ise on PWR technology for the future, at least until the fast breeder
becomes commercially viable. The CEGB has recently indicated its intention
to order a 1200MW PWR, the first in the UK, to be based on Westinghouse
designs and built under license. In 1979 the Government indicated that
it expected to authorise orders for 10 more PWRs between 1982 and 1991,
but the number and timing of these orders is in doubt. The future of
the PWR programme depends on a safety enquiry set for 1982.

The UK at one time held the lead in fast reactor technology with
its Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR), which came into service in 1963 and ran
very successfully until closed down in 1977. This was replaced by the
larger Dounreay Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) started up in 1976. There
currently is debate on whether there should be a commitment to build a
commercial fast reactor.

3.7 Sweden
Sweden is ranked seventh in the world with 6,700MW of installed capacity,

nine operating units and three more under construction. When these are com-
plete, installed capacity will be 9800MW.

The Swedish programme is made up of PWRs built by Westinghouse,and
BWRs built by ASEA-Atom under license from GE. It must be considered one
of the most successful small programmes, with a relatively trouble-free
construction record and high levels of operating reliability.

It is likely, however, that there will be no further expansion of the
Swedish nuclear programme when the units now under construction are com-
pleted in 1986. In a national referendum held in March 1980 Swedes voted
by 58 percent to 39 percent for options which were framed in such a way
that they proposed no additional nuclear plants other than those under
construction. This is widely interpreted as meaning that no more will
be built.
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3.7 Sweden (Cont)

Nevertheless, when the three units now under construction are com-
pleted, nuclear power will be providing a very high proportion of the
nation's total electricity generation.

3.8 Canada
Canada is ranked eighth in the world in installed nuclear capacity

and is unique among Western Nations in having a nuclear programme which
is entirely locally developed.

The Canadian and Ontario Governments are pursuing policies designed
to encourage replacement of energy now derived from fossil fuels with
electricity in general, and nuclear power in particular. Projections
are that more than half of the Toronto area electrical load will be
supplied by nuclear plants by 1989, and 70 percent by 2000.

There are at present 10(*) operating large power plants in Canada
with a combined capacity of 5,600MW(*). There are a further ten under
construction and four ordered. All but one are of the pressure tube,
heavy water cooled and moderated natural uranium fuelled Candu-PHWR
type. The prime advantages of this reactor type are the simplicity of
the fuel technology and the very low fuelling cost. The Canadians con-
sider the Candu to be the ideal technology for economies with small to
medium sized nuclear programmes.

All of the operatingPHWRs are in Ontario, where there are also uranium
mines, heavy water production facilities and fuel fabrication plants, making
the province entirely self-reliant. There are also Candu-PHWRs under cons-
truction in the Provinces of Quebec and New Brunswick and overseas in
Korea and Argentina. There are two units on order for Romania, and three
were sold to India and Pakistan some years ago.

•Including Gentilly 1, which has been shut down for some time and is
unlikely to restart, but which has not been declared permanently shut
down. Gentilly 1 is a boiling light water cooled, heavy water moderated
reactor, the Candu-BLWR, of which no more will be built.
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3.8 Canada (Cont)

The performance of the operating Candu units in Ontario has been
consistently among the best in the world, and it will be of interest
to see if this record can be matched by the units being built in the
other Provinces and overseas.

Canada does not have a fast reactor programme. Instead it is
pursuing the course of eventually developing the Candu system into a near-
breeding thorium fuelled reactor for use when uranium resources arg
seen to be running short.

3.9 Soviet Union
It is not possible to provide definite comments on the USSR nuclear

power industry, because of the limited availability of information.

It is clear, however, that the USSR is ranked fourth in installed
nuclear capacity, with 29 operating reactors and a capacity of 15.100MW.
The USSR has indicated that there are an additional 12 units under con-
struction or "on order", but the construction stages of many of these plants
are not known. A ten year plan for nuclear plant construction announced
during 1979 called for an installed capacity of 90.0O0MW by 1990.

The USSR programme is based on three types of reactors, 1000MW LGRs,
440MW PWRs and 1000MW PWRs. In addition, there is an active fast breeder
reactor programme, and a 600MW FBR, the world's largest now operating, was
started up in 1980. A 1600MW FBR is in the design stage.

The USSR has indicated that all future plants will be 1000MW PWRs
produced in a new production line facility, Atommash, at Volgadonsk.
Atommash produced its first 1000MW pressure vessel earlier this year.
Full output of eight 1000MW PWRs per year is now expected in about 1985.
In the meantime, 1000MW and 440MW PWRs are being produced in Leningrad.
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3.10 Eastern Europe
The Comecon countries, excluding the USSR, now have eleven operating

power reactors with a total capacity of 4100MW. There are a further
fourteen units under construction and six announced. The stated plan
of these nations is to have 37000MW of installed capacity by 1990,
equivalent to 84 440MW units.

The Comecon countries outside the USSR, excepting Romania, have agreed
that they will standardise on 440MW PURs. There are now nine of these
units operating in East European countries, plus eight in the USSR and
two in Finland. Pressure vessels for these plants are now being built
in Czechoslovakia as well as the USSR, and agreement has been reached on
procuding all of them in Czechoslovakia in future. The fabrication of
other components will be distributed among the other East European states.

Romania appears to have chosen to standardise on the Candu-PKWR.
Two are on order and options for additional units are under consideration.
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4. THE REACTOR SUPPLIERS

4.1 General Situation

The substantial reduction in the number of orders placed for new
plant since 1976 has caused a reduction in the workload of nuclear equip-
ment suppliers as more and more projects approach completion and are not
replaced by new projects.

The actual effect on workloads has been less severe than might have
been expected. The deferral of a number of plants in response to reduced
estimates of demand has, in effect, spread the massive workload seen
in 1975 over several more years. Many of the orders placed in 1975 are
only now being activated.

Nevertheless, there are lean times ahead for some suppliers. The
companies at risk are those whose domestic markets have been closed and
which face little prospect of significant export sales. Babcock & Wilcox
(USA) and ASEA-Atom(Sweden) appear to be most vulnerable.

The US suppliers face a slump even if new orders are placed immediately,
and there is little chance of this while interest rates are high and
licensing uncertainties remain. The time taken to obtain a construction
permit is now so long (3-5 years) that even an immediate upsurge in orders
will not lead to a significant increase in work load before 1985. The
only hope is for a reduction in the time to obtain a construction permit,
and there appears to be little chance of that at present.

The situation outside the US is much more optimistic. There is
adequate work for most companies until about 1985, and lead times from order
to in-service range as low as 6 years, so that new orders could be
accommodated and work levels maintained at a reasonable level throughout
the 1980's. The main cause for concern is that only a few countries appear
to be ready to commit new plant on a systematic basis; only France, UK,
Japan, Taiwan, Korea and the Comecon countries have clearly defined goals.
Nevertheless, Mexico, The Netherlands, Italy, Spain and Brazil are also
considered likely to commit new plant within a few years.
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4.1 General Situation (Cont)

The current workload situation and capability of the major reactor
plant suppliers is summarised in the following sections, and in Table 3.

4.2 Westinghouse
Westinghouse has 38 percent of the US market, With 29 operating units, 31

under construction and five on order.

Westinghouse is also one of the largest suppliers of reactors to other
countries, where there are now 16 in operation, 21 under construction and
two on order. Westinghouse licencees, principally Framatome and Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries, account for another 65 operating, under construction
or on order.

Westinghouse has received the last seven orders on the US reactor
suppliers. These include the only two ordered in the last four years by
US utilities, plus four for Korea and one for Spain.

The low level of domestic orders in recent years means that Westing-
house's work load is already dropping and will be almost completed by
1986. Only five units are expected to come into service between 1987
and 1994.

Westinghouse is looking to the overseas market for the future.
Belgium, Korea, Taiwan and Spain are seen as likely areas for direct
sales, and Westinghouse will be involved in the new UK PWR programme
through its license agreement with NNC. On the other hand, Framatome
offers similar technology and has emerged as a formidable competitor,
particularly in those markets anxious to avoid the difficulties of deal-
ing with the US Government.

4.3 General Electric
General Electric shares with Westinghouse the bulk of the US domestic

market. There are 25 operating GE BWRs in the US, 25 under construction
and eight on order, representing 34 percent of the market. GE has been
more fortunate than the other US companies in having only two domestic
orders ^ncelled in recent years.
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4.3 General Electric (Cont)

Like Westinghouse, GE's domestic workload appears likely to run
out in about 1988 unless new orders are received early in the 1980's.

The GE share of the overseas market is somewhat less than that of
Westinghouse; there are 12 operating GE reactors and 12 under construct-
ion or on firm order.

GE has license agreements or information exchange agreements with
16 companies in 7 countries, many more than has Westinghouse, and GE
designed BWRs have been built by ASEA-Atom, Hitachi, Toshiba, AEG, and
KWU. There is a high degree of cooperation between GE and its licensees
and the largest of them (Hitachi, Toshiba, ASEA-Atom and Ansaldo) are
considering with GE the possibility of developing a single 1100MW "World
Reactor" design.

Like Westinghouse, GE is actively seeking overseas markets, and
considers Taiwan, Italy, Mexico and Spain highly prospective for direct
sales. GE's licensees are formidable competitors for the BWR market,
however, particularly in Europe and Japan.

4.4 Framatome
Framatome is a partnership of French Government and private interests

set up to implement the French Government's nuclear expansion programme.
At present there are 19 Framatome units in operation in France, 26 under
construction, and 3 on firm order. A further 6 units are scheduled to be
ordered by Electricite de France during 1982/83. This gives Framatome the
largest and most steady workload of all the reactor suppliers.

In the export market, Framatome has four plants under construction,
two in Belgium and two in South Africa, and three orders.

Framatome builds PWRs based on Westinghouse technology and has standard-
ised on two sizes, 900MW and 1300MW. In France these have generally
been built in multiples of four on a single site. Both the high degrr?
of standardisation and the common sites have enabled Framatome to bring
units into service about six years after placement of order and to keep
construction costs to a wry low level by world standards.
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4.4 Framatome (Cont)

Framatome and Westinghouse have recently terminated Framatome's
license agreement with Westinghouse. This releases Framatome from res-
trictions imposed by the license, particularly US Government restrict-
ions imposed through Westinghouse. It is expected to assist Framatome
in obtaining foreign sales.

4.5 Kraftwerk Union (KWU)
KWU has completed eight reactors, one of which, Tullnerfeld, Austria,

has been mothballed following a 1978 national referendum. Four of these
were exports, to Argentina, Austria, the Netherlands and Switzerland.
KWU's parent company, Siemens, has built another five.

There are six KWU plants under construction and twelve on order,
although some of these may be considered doubtful. This does not include
two units in Iran which were 50 percent completed when cancelled in 1979.

KWU is alone among the major suppliers to offer a range of reactor
types, PWR, BWR and PHWR, although most new orders are for PWRs.

KWU has, for its size, been the most successful of all suppliers in
obtaining export sales. Thirty-five percent of total sales have been
exports, ten reactors in all to five countries.

The domestic market has been depressed recently by difficulties with
licensing in West Germany and there has been only one order in the past
several years.

Kraftwerk Union was until 1978 jointly owned by Siemens (which built
BWRs) and AEG (BWRs). It was set up for the foreign market. KWU is now
wholly owned by Siemens and AEG have withdrawn, leaving the
domestic market to KWU and one smaller competitor, Brown Boveri.

4.6 Combustion Engineering
There are eight operating C-E PWRs, twelve under construction and six

on order. All are in the USA. Five units have been cancelled, including
3 in the past year. C-E has about 15 percent of the US market and there
is no reason why it would not retain that share.
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4.6 Combusion Engineering (Cont)

C-E has had no orders since 1974. Ten reactors are due to dome
on line by 1988; completion dates of the other plants under construction
and on order are indefinite.

4.7 Atomic Energy of Canada (AECL)
AECL has supplied nine operating Candu-PHWRs and one Candu-BLWR

as well as the designs for operating plants in India and Pakistan built
by Canadian General Electric.

There are 12 reactors under construction, six on firm order and
options for a further two Most are in Canada but there are reactors
under construction in Argentina and Korea (1 each) and on order for
Romania (2 units).

The Canadian market remains sound. The principal user, Ontario
Hydro, had earlier delayed in-service dates for several of the units now
under construction and on order, because of a reduced load forecast, but
has recently advanced completion dates for units in the late 1980's.

The overseas market strategy of AECL emphasises the excellent operat-
ing record of the Ontario Hydro plants, and the opportunity to be indep-
endent of foreign fuel supplies. The Candu is the only currently available
proven reactor design which uses natural (unenriched) uranium and a fuel
technology capable of being implemented by small to medium sized nations.

4.8 Babcock & Wilcox
Until the Three Mile Island accident Babcock and Wilcox had sold

30 PWRs in the USA, of which nine were in operation. This was about 15
percent of the US market. It has no overseas sales, but a B&W designed
reactor is being built under license in West Gennany by Brown Boveri.
Two more are on order.

One unit was cancelled before Three Mile Island, and there
have been nine cancellations since. There are now only nine operating
units, seven under construction and three on order, and one of these must
be considered doubtful. This has reduced B&W's share of the US market
to eleven percent. On the other hand, B&W's workload is evenly spread
at about one reactor per year until 1990, which has been its historic

construction rate.
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4.8 Babcock & Wilcox (Cont)

B&W must be considered to be in the weakest position of the four,
US LWR suppliers, if only because the blame attached to it for the TMI
accident makes it less likely to receive any future domestic orders.

4.9 National Nuclear Corporation
The National Nuclear Corporation was set up in 1972 by the UK :

Government to bring together into one organisation the remaining domestic
reactor suppliers. As formed, it was supervised by GEC management, and
operated through the Nuclear Power Company (NPC). Early in 1980 this
three tier arrangment was abandoned for a single company, NNC, with a
single board. GEC's role has been terminated and NPC has been absorbed.

NNC will continue the construction of four AGR units at Hartlepool
and Heysham, and has been given orders for four more at Heysham and
Torness, Scotland, on which work has now started.

NNC will be responsible for implementation of the new PWR programme,
which may involve as many as one 1200MW PUR order each year between
1982 and 1991. The CEGB has already placed a letter of intent on NNC
for the first, which will be built at Sizewell (starting in 1982), subject
to a Government safety study.

4.10 ASEA-Atom
There are now nine operating ASEA-Atom BWRs, seven in Sweden and

two in Finland. Two more are under construction in Sweden.

ASEA-Atom has no recent orders and little prospects. The domestic
market has been effectively closed by the 1979 national referendum in
which the successful pro-nuclear parties chose to frame cautious alter-
natives, which have been interpreted as allowing only for completion of
plants already under construction.

There are some prospects of sales to Mexico, but AECL, Framatome,
GE and Westinghouse are all actively competing for this market.
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5. ADVANCED NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY

5.1 General

In all nations with nuclear power programmes the plans described
above rely almost entirely on "conventional" thermal, fission reactors
with light water, heavy water or gas as the heat transport fluid, with
light water reactors predominating.

Since proven world uranium resources used in light water reactors
will provide only an amount of energy of the same order of magnitude
as known oil reserves, in the long term, beyond about 2010, it will be
necessary to change to other forms of energy production to conserve
uranium resources. In the nuclear area these include advanced thermal
converters, thermal breeders, fast reactors, and nuclear fusion.

5.2 Advanced Thermal Reactors
Some existing "conventional" reactors already have very high con-

version ratios, i.e. obtain a high proportion of their energy from
fissioning of plutonium produced in the reactor core as a result of neutron
absorption in non-fissionable uranium 238. The Canadian Candu-PHWR
is the most notable, and the high-temperature gas-cooled reactor is
another.

PHWRs and HTGRs have much higher neutron efficiency than light water
reactors and consequently produce as much as double the energy output
from the same amount of fuel. The conversion ratio (i.e. grams of
plutonium in spent fuel per gram of U235 consumed) is about 0.6 in the
Candu PHWR and 0.7 in the HTGR compared with 0.3 in the PWR. Higher
conversion ratios are possible with minor changes in the fuel cycle but
with some economic penalty.

PHWRs and HTGRs thus have the potential to be "near breeders" with
no significant advances in technology now in use. The Candu PHWR is well
established commercially and is essentially available now to bridge the
gap between conventional plant and commercial use of fast breeders. The
HTGR, although well developed, is presently limited to several demonstration
plants. An attempt was made in the early 1970's to market the HTGR for
electric power generation but this was unsuccessful and the HTGR is
presently not available commercially.
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5.2 Advanced Thermal Reactors (Cont)

Thermal reactors with even higher conversion ratios, including
thermal breeder reactors such as the molten salt breeder and light
water breeder are also possible. However, since they do not produce suff-
icient breeding gain to match the likely increase in demand for nuclear
fuel, prospects for further development must be considered poor as
breeder effort is concentrated on the liquid-metal-cooled fast-breeder
reactor.

5.3 Fast Breeder Reactors
The fast breeder reactor (FBR) can produce about 70 times as much

energy from uranium as the LWR and permits the use of uranium resources
presently considered uneconomic.

Most nuclear nations see the fast breeder reactor as the next
logical step. France, the UK and the USSR at present have operating
fast reactors of significant size, and France will be starting up its
huge Super Phenix 1200MW liquid sodium cooled FBR in 1983. There are other
plants under construction or on order in the USA, West Germany, and Japan.

Depending on the success of the French and Soviet programmes, and
on commitments by other nations such as the USA, and the price of uranium,
fast breeder reactors could be in wide use by the year 2010. The necessary
commitment to achieve this is, for the present, lacking.

A major impediment to the general introduction of fast breeders is
international concern over the establishment of the plutonium fuel cycle
and its attendant proliferation risks. However, one of the principle
conclusions of the recent INFCE was that proliferation risks of fuel
cycles involving reprocessing were not much greater than those of the
once-through cycle with geological disposal of unprocessed spent fuel. As
a means of countering this increased risk there has been a proposal to
establish an International Plutonium Storage (IPS) scheme under IAEA control,
Such an agreement appears to be some time off.
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5.4 Nuclear Fusion
Both nuclear fusion and solar radiation offer potentially large

amounts of energy. The technical feasibility of controlled nuclear
fusion remains to be demonstrated and when it is, successful commercial
development will be still many decades away. In addition, the ultimate
environmental and economic costs of both are uncertain.

Much of the development work to date has been concerned with the
physics of high temperature plasmas, with reactor systems based on inertial
(laser) or magnetic field (e.g. Tokamak) confinements. The "Tokamak"
toroidal field system has proved most promising to date. There are now
four major Tokamak projects under construction around the world, all
aimed at achieving operating conditions in the fusion reaction domain
of 101** particle-seconds/cm3 ('Lawson Criterion1) and 108 degrees K.
These are the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) at Princeton JSA;
The Joint European Torus (JET) project at Culham, UK; the HT-60 project
in Japan and the T50 project in the USSR. There are good prospects that
these machines will achieve scientific break-even when brought into
operation in the next few years.

Active consideration is now being given to an international coop-
erative venture involving USA, Japan, USSR and Euratom, for construction
of the next major fusion installation (INTOR). If the project proceeds,
it is expected that this might lead to an electricity producing reactor
in the late 1980's or early 1990's.

It is an inescapable conclusion that large scale development of
fusion reactors appears to be 40-50 years away. It is clear also that,
for nuclear fusion to provide non-electric energy, large-scale develop-
ment of conversion from electricity to liquid or gaseous fuels such as
hydrogen will be required.
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6. LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

The experience of those nations with long standing nuclear power programmes
has been that, in general, development of a nuclear regulatory system has
slowed the implementation of successive nuclear power projects.

At first sight this would suggest that the industry would be better off
without controls. This is no longer a realistic political option, however,
and one that would be pointless to pursue although the industry did manage
to build up an enviable safety record without external controls.

The option which now seems most appropriate is one in which the regulatory
system provides real (as distinct from apparent) checks on design and
operation of nuclear plant, and which seeks at the same time to maximise
public safety at reasonable cost, to reassure the public that this is
being achieved, and to minimise interference with construction programmes
to that which is necessary to achieve the primary objectives.

Regulatory systems which fairly closely fit these requirements are those
of the UK and Canada. Both have a minimum of rules and guidelines and
require the licensee to demonstrate by what means these will be met.

One regulatory system which does not meet these criteria is that of
the USA. The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in attempting to
enforce a relatively small number of statutory requirements, has developed
a vast number of "guidelines" which have become, in effect, a new set of
rules, many of which have nothing to do with nuclear safety. This has
resulted in a legalistic approach to licensing which is reflected in the
large proportion of legal staff in the US NRC and the long delays and
excessive documentation required. It is questionable how much of this
effort has enhanced nuclear safety.

Australia has yet to develop a nuclear regulatory system, although
legislation passed by the Commonwealth and States makes provision for it.
In view of current political realities there can be no nuclear power
programme in this country until a regulatory framework is set up, and this
is now a matter of some urgency.
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6. LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK (Cont)

It is my belief that the Commonwealth and''State Governments should develop

uniform standards for all aspects of nuclear power generation, including

licensing procedures, and that the International Atomic Energy Agency

Codes of Practice and Safety Guides should form the basis of our reg- .

ulatory system.



ABBREVIATIONS IN TEXT

Reactor Types

AGR Advanced gas (cooled) reactor
BWR Boiling (light) water reactor
Candu A type of PHWR developed in Canada
FBR Fast breeder reactor (includes LMFBR)
GCR Gas cooled reactor
HTGR High temperature gas (cooled) reactor
LGR Light water cooled, graphite moderated reactor
LMFBR Liquid metal (cooled)fast breeder reactor
LWR Light water reactor (BWR or PWR)
PHWR Pressurised heavy water reactor
PWR Pressurised (light) water reactor

Manufacturers and Designers

AECL Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd (Canada)
ASEA AB ASEA-Atom (Sweden)
BNFL British Nuclear Fuels Ltd (UK)
B&W Babcock & Wilcox (USA)
C-E Combustion Engineering (USA)
GE General Electric (USA)
GEC General Electrfc Company (UK);

KWU Kraftwerk Union (W. Germany)
MHI Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Japan)
NNC National Nuclear Corporation (UK)
NPC Nuclear Power Company (UK)
TNPG The Nuclear Power Group (now incorporated into NPC) (UK)

National & International Organisations

DUDE Department of National Development and Energy (Australia)
EEC European Economic Community
IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency
IEA International Energy Agency
NEA Nuclear Energy Agency (of OECD)
OECD Organisation for Economic Cooperation & Development
UKAEA UK Atomic Energy Authority
USDOE US Department of Energy
USNRC US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Others

CEGB Central Electricity Generating Board (UK)
EdeF Electricite de France
INFCE International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation
Physical Quantities
kU kilowatt
kWh kilowatt-hour
MW megawatt (1000 kilowatts)
MWh megawatt-hour (1000 kilowatt-hours)
MWt megawatt (thermal) (rate of heat generation)
GW gigawatt (1,000,000 kilowatts)
toe tonnes of oil equivalent
mtoe millions of tonnes of oil equivalent



TABLE 1

FORECASTS OF INSTALLED NUCLEAR CAPACITY (GW) FOR WESTERN WORLD

1985

1990

1995

DOE
(low)

1980

209

292

388

NAC(1)

1980

208

3G6

395

Uranium
Inst. (low)

1980

227

335

356

NUKEM C)

1980

227

345

-

DOE
(high)

1980

242

360

493

Uranium
Inst. (high)

1980

227

350

494

INFCE
(low)

1979

' 245

373

550

NUEXCO °

1980

264

329

-

NAC
Utility
Based
1980

264

375

INFCE
(high)

1979

274

426

770

(1) NAC -.Nuclear Assurance Corporation (USA)

<2> NUKEM - Nukem GmbH (W. Germany)

(3) NUEXCO - Nuclear Exchange Corporation (USA)



TABLE 2

NATION

Argenti na
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
Czechoslovakia
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany (East)
Germany (West)
Hungary
India
Iraq
Italy
Japan
Korea (South)
Libya
Luxembourg
Mexico
Netherlands
Pakistan
Philippines
Poland
Romania
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Turkey
UK
USA
USSR
Yugoslavia

TOTAL NUMBER

WORLD NUCLEAR

OPERATING*2)

1

3

3
10 -
3

4
28
5
11

4

4
23
1

2
1

4
9
4
3

32
74
29

258

POWER PLANTS JUNE

UNDER
CONSTRUCTION

!
l(t)
4
2
1
10

8(5)

27

9Cs)
4us;
4

3
9
8

2

1

1
2
10
3
1
3

6
75.
11(5)

1

207

30. 1981 ^ }

ON ORDERS)

1

1

4

1(6)

|Cs)
8

2, %
l(6)

2
3

1(6)
1(6)

2
2

4

2

1(6)

5
23
1(5)

70

TOTAL

3
1
7
3
4
24
11
1
4
58
7
28
4
10
1
9
35
9
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
3
2
18
12
7
6
1
43
172
41
1

535

{1)This l ist is for power plants 30MW and larger, on order as of 30 June, 1981.
I t is based on information from the American Nuclear Society.

<2)The l ist of operating plants includes some which have been shut down for some
time, but have not been declared permanently shut down.

*3)"0n order" means that either on order or a letter of intent has been signed.
{^This unit, Tullnerfeld, is complete but was mothballed following a national

referendum in 1978.
l5)A reliable division of units between those ordered and those under construction

is not possible because of limited availability of information.
(^Activation of these orders must be considered doubful.



TABLE 3

STATUS OF

Reactor Suppliers

Westinghouse (USA)

Westinghouse (overseas) (0
General Electric (USA)

General Electric (overseas)

Framatome

Atomenergo (USSR)

Atomenergoexport

Kraftwerk Union (s)

Combustion Engineering

Atomic Energy of Canada

Babcock & Mil cox

National Nuclear Corp (6)

ASEA-Atom

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Toshiba

MAIN REACTOR SUPPLIERS

Operating

29

16

25
(2) 12

19
29
12
11(5)

8

10

9

10

9

6

5

Construction On order

31

21

25

7

30
12(3)

14
7(7)

12

12

7
4
2
4
4

5
2

8

5

6 CO
0(3)

6

12

6

6

3
5

0

1
0

Tot

65

39

58

24

55

41

32

30

26
28

19

19

11

10

9

(*) Includes Westinghouse in partnerhsip with others but excludes
Westinghouse licencees (Framatome & M M ) .

(2) Includes GE in partnership with others but excludes GE licencees
(Toshiba and ASEA).

(3) Actual division of plants between those on order and under
construction is not known.

(*•) Excludes 16 plants announced but not ordered.

(5) Includes Siemens.

(6) Includes GEC and NPC.

(7) Includes Tullnerfeld (completed and mothballed).



TABLE 4

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN COMMERCIAL
SERVICE. BY YEAR TO 1985

vrflD
T unK

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
.367
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

NO. OF PLANTS
ADDED

4
1
10
1
2
1
6
2
7
8
8
6
7
10
6
11
23
14
21
19
13
18
15
18
18

31
31
32
42
25

NO. OF PLANTS
CLOSED

1

1
2

1

2

NO. OF PLANTS
CUMULATIVE

4
5
15
16
18
19
25
27
34
42
50
56
62
72
78
89
112
125
144
163
176
193
208
226
242

273
304
336
378
403

MW (GROSS)
ADDED

240
72
840
43
258
185

1,060
101

1,091
2,337
1,917
1,392
2,294
3,188
3,241
6,536
12,157
7,746
16,391
15,076
9,847
15,126
12,242
15,894
14,900

26,334
27,829
29,729
40,491
26,136

MW (GROSS)
CUMULATIVE

240
312

1,152
1,195
1,453
1,638
2,698
2,799
3,890
6,227
8,144
9,536
11,770
14,958
18,198
24,735
36,892
44,555
60,904
75,980
85,827
100,685
112,927
128,821
143,194

169,528
197,357
227,086
267,571
293,713

NOTE
This list is for power plants 30MW and larger and is based on information from the
American Nuclear Society (in service dates] and Nuclear Engineering International
(gross MW). All plants included are already under construction. In service dates
are as recorded or estimated on 30 June, 1981.
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